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Abstract

We demonstrate precise positioning of nanopores fabricated by controlled breakdown (CBD) on
solid-state membranes by spatially varying the electric ﬁeld strength with localized membrane
thinning. We show 100×100 nm2 precision in standard SiNx membranes (30–100 nm thick)
after selective thinning by as little as 25% with a helium ion beam. Control over nanopore
position is achieved through the strong dependence of the electric ﬁeld-driven CBD mechanism
on membrane thickness. Conﬁnement of pore formation to the thinned region of the membrane is
conﬁrmed by TEM imaging and by analysis of DNA translocations. These results enhance the
functionality of CBD as a fabrication approach and enable the production of advanced nanopore
devices for single-molecule sensing applications.
Supplementary material for this article is available online
Keywords: solid-state nanopore, controlled breakdown, thin membrane, DNA, helium ion
microscopy
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1. Introduction

fabricate pores rapidly, reliably, economically, and with high
precision [8–11]. Since then, we have been exploring methods to enhance the functionality of this transformative new
approach.
One avenue for enhancing CBD functionality is the
implementation of strategies for precise localization of
nanopores, since CBD normally produces a pore at a random
location on the membrane through a stochastic process
[8, 10]. Most standard nanopore-based sensors do not require
pore positioning, but a number of specialized applications—
including nanoﬂuidic transistors, electrode-embedded devices
[12–23], and plasmonic nanopores [24–27]—necessitate formation of the pore within a short distance of an existing
structure on the membrane. Other applications require pore
fabrication in a region of the membrane that has been locally
thinned to maximize the signal amplitude of translocating
biomolecules [4, 28]. Positioning efforts typically employ a

Solid-state nanopore-based devices have emerged as leading
candidates among single-molecule detection technologies for
life and health science applications [1–5], including nextgeneration DNA sequencing [6, 7]. At present, solid-state
nanopores are fabricated exclusively for research purposes,
typically using expensive and/or low-throughput methods
such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or focused
ion beam drilling. In order for nanopore-based devices to
make the transition to mainstream applications, including
medical diagnostics, an alternative fabrication technique has
been needed that could produce nanopores of the desired size
at low cost. With that goal in view, we recently introduced a
technique called controlled breakdown (CBD) as a means to
3
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obtained commercially (Norcada NT010C and NT005X,
respectively). After chips were loaded into the antechamber of
a commercial HIM (Orion PLUS, Carl Zeiss), they were
subjected to a brief air-plasma clean (10 W, 3 min) before
being moved into the main chamber. Using beam conditions
of 5–6 pA current, 25 kV accelerating voltage, and a 20 μm
aperture, the helium-ion beam shape and focus were optimized on the SiNx membrane near the window where the
membrane was suspended. Next, a single region of the
membrane
(100×100 nm2,
250×250 nm2,
or
2
300×300 nm ) was thinned by rastering the beam over a
lithographically deﬁned square pattern, repeatedly exposing
each 1 nm2 point in the pattern for 0.1 μs until the desired
total dose of 32 pC (for 30 nm thick membranes) or 537/
586 pC (for 100 nm thick membranes) was achieved. In each
case, ion dose was selected by referencing a transmission ion
imaging brightness calibration [32] performed with a membrane from the same wafer.
Pore fabrication was performed in a 1 M KCl (pH 10,
σ=100 mS cm−1) aqueous solution buffered with 10 mM
NaHCO3 or in a 3.6 M LiCl (pH 8, σ=154.8 mS cm−1)
solution buffered with 10 mM HEPES, using similar custom
electronics and software to those previously described [8].
Translocation of dsDNA (NoLimits, ThermoFisher) with
lengths of 1 kbp, 5 kbp, or 20 kbp took place in 3.6 M LiCl
(pH8) solutions. Translocation data was acquired using custom Labview software, a National Instruments USB-6351
DAQ card with a 250 or 500 kHz sampling rate, and an
Axopatch 200B with a 4-pole Bessel low-pass ﬁlter set at 10
or 100 kHz. Data analysis was performed using custom
Labview software and Origin.

focused beam of electrons or ions to mill the pore, calling for
line-of-sight access to the desired pore location under vacuum
conditions.
The electric-ﬁeld-driven CBD technique can be implemented in pore localization strategies using one of two
approaches: (1) deﬁning the path of the electric ﬁeld produced
when voltage is applied across the membrane or (2) increasing the local electric ﬁeld strength in a predeﬁned region of
the membrane. With regard to the ﬁrst approach, we recently
reported the successful fabrication of a ﬁve-nanopore array
using CBD in concert with a microﬂuidic device [29]. The
patterning of ﬁve ﬂuidically and electrically independent
PDMS channels on a single SiNx membrane allowed the
conﬁnement of the electric ﬁeld employed in the CBD process
to ﬁve individually addressable regions, resulting in the
localization of pores on a 10 μm length scale. In terms of the
second approach, we noted in our initial paper on the CBD
technique that nanopore fabrication time is exponentially
dependent on local electric ﬁeld strength in the membrane [8].
Pud et al exploited this property by combining the CBD
process with laser excitation of gold nanostructures deposited
on a membrane to locally enhance current density and promote pore formation in the plasmonic hotspot between two
metallic nanostructures [30]. Another strategy for enhancement of electric ﬁeld strength is to exploit local thickness
changes, which could be leveraged to localize pore formation
through patterning of the membrane [8]. Indeed, we initially
reported in [8] that bottom-up patterning of a membrane with
a thick oxide layer (∼1 μm) could be used to spatially restrict
pore fabrication.
In this work, we introduce a new, top-down methodology to support the latter approach by reducing the
thickness of a deﬁned region in an otherwise featureless
membrane prior to CBD nanopore production. The resulting
increase in local electric ﬁeld strength in the thinned region
yields a greatly increased probability of nanopore formation
compared to the surrounding membrane, while maintaining
full control over pore diameter. Here, we employ helium ion
microscope (HIM) thinning to demonstrate the viability of
selective membrane thinning for pore localization, due to its
rapid, ﬂexible nature [31]. However, we note that in future
iterations, wafer-scale approaches could easily be incorporated, including soft, photo-, or beam-based lithographic
techniques. The use of the CBD technique also enables
in situ fabrication of stable, precisely sized pores in fully
assembled, ﬂuid-ﬁlled devices containing pre-positioned
thinned areas, with no line-of-sight access or vacuum
required. Therefore, the research described in this paper
represents a signiﬁcant advancement in the ease of use and
precision of localized pore fabrication, opening the door to
a cost-effective, high-throughput pore positioning strategy.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Selective HIM-thinning and CBD pore formation

HIM milling is used to reduce membrane thickness as
previously described [33, 34], wherein a SiN membrane
supported by a Si chip is exposed with a coherent beam of
He ions over a pre-deﬁned area. In this work, we use square
patterns
measuring
100×100,
250×250,
or
300×300 nm2, as noted in the text. The ion dosage
necessary to achieve a speciﬁc reduction in thickness within
the pattern is determined by calibrated transmission ion
brightness assessment, as detailed elsewhere [32]. In order
to minimize redeposition and other undesirable effects (e.g.
swelling or deformation of the surrounding material [34]),
the focused HIM beam is rastered repeatedly over the
square pattern, exposing each (1 nm2) point in the pattern
for roughly 0.1 μs until the desired total dose is achieved.
After thinning (ﬁgure 1(a)), the standard CBD workﬂow is
employed. First, the Si chip bearing the locally thinned SiNx
membrane is sealed between two halves of a ﬂuidic cell, and
then the cell’s reservoirs are ﬁlled with electrolyte solution
for pore fabrication by CBD, followed by analyte detection
(ﬁgure 1(b)).

2. Materials and methods
Silicon TEM chips, each supporting either a 100×100 μm2
window of low-stress SiNx membrane with 100 nm thickness
or a 50×50 μm2 window with 30 nm thickness, were
2
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Figure 1. Selective thinning by HIM followed by localized CBD pore fabrication. Schematic representation of (a) helium-ion beam thinning a

region of a SiNx membrane supported by a Si chip and (b) insertion of the membrane-bearing support chip into a CBD fabrication setup. (c)
Measured pore formation data, displaying the monitored current (blue solid line) as a function of time for a DC voltage (red dashed line) of
8 V applied from 0 to 3.4 s on a 100 nm thick membrane thinned by ∼90% in a 250×250 nm2 area. Inset schematic diagrams show crosssectional view of the electric ﬁeld produced in the membrane by the following events: (I) immersion of the intact SiNx membrane in
electrolyte solution (3.6 M LiCl, pH 8); (II) application of 8 V to the membrane, initially resulting in leakage current below the resolution of
our custom electronics (∼0.1 nA). Breakdown corresponds to nanopore formation in the membrane, producing the sudden onset of ionic
current indicated by a large, easily detected current spike; (III) removal of fabrication voltage from the wetted nanopore terminates
fabrication.

3.2. Effect of membrane properties on CBD

3.3. CBD pore formation in membranes locally HIM-thinned
by >90%

The CBD method is based on dielectric breakdown, which
is a stochastic process, dependent on the probability of
random defect (trap) generation and subsequent formation
of a highly localized conductive path through the membrane. However, certain factors—including applied voltage,
pH, membrane thickness and area—play a vital role in
determining the most probable time to breakdown [8, 35].
Given the exponential dependence of pore fabrication time
on electric ﬁeld strength, for a given applied voltage, locally
thinning the membrane will produce a region where the
electric ﬁeld is proportionally stronger (ﬁgure 1(c), inset
diagrams), thus increasing the rate of defect generation per
unit area in the thinned region compared to the rest of the
membrane. In essence, the thinned region would offer a
more favorable path toward pore formation than the thicker
surrounding membrane for a given voltage. Increasing the
surface area of the thinned region would further reduce the
time to formation, since a greater area offers a signiﬁcant
increase in the number of potential damage sites, as predicted by the Weibull distribution that governs the time to
pore formation [10]. In addition, ion beam exposure is
known to induce defects [36], which may further contribute
to pore formation efﬁciency [37].

With the goal of achieving relatively short fabrication times
while maintaining a much higher probability of pore formation in the thinned region, we locally reduced thickness of a
250×250 nm2 region in eight SiNx membranes
(100×100 μm2, 100 nm thick) by HIM. Based on calibrated
brightness measurements from transmission ion imaging [32]
on a chip from the same wafer, we selected dosage values of
537 pC for four membranes and 586 pC for four others to
target ﬁnal thicknesses in the vicinity of 10 nm. After
mounting the lower-dose membranes in ﬂuidic cells with
electrolyte solution (3.6 M LiCl, pH 8), we applied 5–8 V of
potential bias, which produced small, relatively stable leakage
currents. The small magnitude of the leakage currents was not
surprising given that the 100 nm thick portion of the membrane experiences a maximum electric ﬁeld on the order of
0.08 V nm−1, while only a minute fraction of its surface area
(<0.001%) has been reduced to a thickness such that the
applied voltage approaches the dielectric strength
(∼1 V nm−1) that would result in signiﬁcant leakage current.
The pores formed in all four membranes exhibited low 1/f
noise and linear IV curves (see online supporting information
S1). For the four membranes thinned with the higher dose
(586 pC), we observed some anomalous behavior, including

3
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Figure 2. Results obtained from 100 nm thick SiNx membranes thinned by HIM. (a) Graph showing time to pore formation versus voltage for

membranes thinned by 80%–90% from 100 nm original thickness. Black squares represent membranes thinned with a 537 pC He-ion dose;
gray circles correspond to membranes thinned with a 586 pC He-ion dose. Green dotted line represents estimated time to pore formation in an
unthinned 100 nm thick membrane. Inset: TEM image of 100 nm thick SiNx membrane showing large pore formed in 250×250 nm2 region
thinned to∼10 nm by HIM. (b)–(e) Conductance blockage histograms with example current traces for translocations of 0.3 nM solution of
2 kb dsDNA (b), (c) and 6 nM solution of 5 kb dsDNA (d), (e) at 200 mV through two different pores in 3.6 M LiCl (pH 8).

conductance model for a cylindrical pore [42, 43]:

pores that seemingly opened then shrank, requiring additional
voltage treatment to re-open. We attribute this behavior to the
generation of temporary percolation paths [38–40] or to
possible restructuring of membrane material in the thinned
region, likely resulting from increased ion exposure [41]. As
seen in online supporting information S2, however, the ﬁnished nanopores in these membranes behaved normally following conditioning, i.e., the application of brief voltage
pulses to ﬁne-tune pore size and noise [11].
For membranes exposed with either dose, we found that
the presence of the thinned region dramatically reduced pore
formation times for a given applied voltage. Compared to an
expected pore fabrication time of over 106 s (>10 d) at 8 V for
a 100 nm thick membrane (extrapolated from published data
[10]), membranes with a region of reduced thickness underwent pore formation within hundreds of seconds or less
(ﬁgure 2(a)), representing a decrease in fabrication time by at
least 4 orders of magnitude. Following formation, these pores
were subsequently treated with 1–4 s voltage pulses of alternating polarity (±2–8 V) to precisely and controllably bring
their diameters within the range of 4–50 nm (see online
supporting information S3) [11].
To conﬁrm localization of the pore in the thinned region,
we employed DNA molecules as molecular rulers to measure
membrane thickness. A 3.6 M LiCl (pH 8) solution containing
double-stranded (ds-) DNA was loaded into the reservoir on
the membrane side of the chip and subjected to 200 mV
electric potential difference. As seen in ﬁgures 2(b)–(e), we
observed clear conductance blockage events with average
ﬁrst-level depths of 7.0±0.5 nS and 7.9±0.4 nS for two
different membranes thinned to ∼10 nm. Values for membrane thickness (L) were calculated using the simplest

DG DNA =

2
spdDNA
,
4L

(1 )

by substituting the diameter of dsDNA as dDNA=2.2 nm,
along with the measured solution conductivity
(σ=155.6 mS cm−1) and ﬁrst-level blockage depth
(ΔGDNA). According to this approach, the measured conductance blockages of roughly 7 and 8 nS correspond to
effective membrane thicknesses of 8±1 nm and
7.4±0.8 nm, in close agreement with the targeted membrane
thickness, considering possible deviations from an exact
cylindrical geometry. Since the original membrane thickness
of 100 nm would produce conductance blockage depths on
the order of 0.6 nS, these signiﬁcantly deeper blockages
provide strong evidence of pore formation in the thinned
region of the membranes.
While the large contrast difference of the thinned region
compared to the surrounding (unthinned) membrane was
expected to make direct imaging of the pore much easier,
obtaining conclusive TEM conﬁrmation of pore formation in
the thinned region proved challenging, except in the case of
the largest pore (ﬁgure 2(a), inset). This is because we
observed that extensive thinning appeared to produce circular
features that rendered the identiﬁcation of a single, small
(sub-10 nm) nanopore difﬁcult.
In order to isolate the source of these circular features,
TEM was performed on membranes after HIM-thinning, but
before CBD pore fabrication and liquid immersion. In these
membranes, we observed the same spurious bright features
(see online supporting information S4). Prior work on the
effect of He-ion irradiation on surfaces reveals a potential
explanation for the observation. The formation of voids in
4
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Table 1. Summary of data collected from ﬁve different nanopores which were HIM-thinned from either 30 nm or 100 nm as-purchased
membrane thickness. Translocation of dsDNA (1–20 kbp) was collected at 200 mV in 3.6 M LiCl (pH8) and analyzed for conductance
blockage depths. Where peaks corresponding to single and folded events appeared, the single-level peak was selected.

Number of
events
2546
615
5755
82
372

As-received nominal thickness (nm)

Open-pore conductance (nS)

Blockage
depth (nS)

Pore
length (nm)

Pore diameter (nm)

Electric ﬁeld
(V nm–1)

30
30
30
100
100

162±1
39.5±0.6
61±6
37.3±0.6
27.5±0.7

2.6±0.9
4.97±0.08
4±1
7.9±0.4
7.0±0.5

23±8
12±1
13±4
7.4±0.8
8±1

23±3
7.6±0.6
10±1
6.1±0.5
5.2±0.4

0.35
0.67
0.62
1.08
1.00

both crystalline and amorphous silicon through helium ion
beam exposure has been previously reported [41, 44–48].
Indeed, TEM imaging of samples exposed to He-ion doses of
1017 ions cm−2 or higher has revealed a dense band of
helium-ﬁlled nano bubbles [41, 45, 47], with the band’s width
and depth beneath the bombarded surface dependent on the
ion beam energy and dose [41, 49]. It has been shown that
peak helium implantation occurs at roughly the nuclear
stopping range of the sample, while maximum bubble concentration may occur at a slightly shallower depth [41, 48].
Here, we are working with He-ion doses on the order of
1018 ions cm−2 on SiNx, which exhibits a stopping range of
roughly 130 nm with a spread (straggle) of 50 nm for a
20 keV He-ion beam [50]. For an initial ﬁlm thickness
approaching the stopping range value, subsurface helium
implantation and bubble formation will likely occur. However, for ﬁlms signiﬁcantly thinner than the stopping range,
there should be almost no helium implantation; instead,
impinging ions will remove material, effectively milling the
sample [51]. This explains why bubbles have not been
observed in previous HIM thinning experiments despite
similar He-ion beam energy and dose, since those that
incorporated TEM imaging [28] utilized a starting membrane
thickness of roughly 20 nm.

For the reasons just described, we HIM-thinned
100×100 nm2 regions in 30 nm thick membranes, targeting
a ﬁnal thickness of 10 nm. Subsequent transmembrane
application of 8 V via the CBD process in an aqueous solution
of 1 M KCl (pH 10) produced pores, but fabrication times
were prohibitively long, sometimes lasting several days. In
fact, we observed an average time of around 290 000 s
(∼80 h) for three such devices. By comparison, membranes
thinned from 100 nm to the same target thickness of 10 nm
formed pores within hundreds of seconds. Some increase in
pore fabrication time was expected, concurrent with the sixfold reduction in the area of the thinned region; strong area
dependence of fabrication time by CBD is consistent with the
Weibull distribution of nanopore fabrication time developed
in previous work [10]. However, the six-fold reduction in area
cannot account for the three orders of magnitude increase in
pore fabrication time.
The explanation for the precipitous rise in pore fabrication time lies in the pore length (equivalent to membrane
thickness for a cylindrical pore model), obtained using DNA
as a molecular ruler. We observed DNA translocations in
three separate devices (see online supporting information S5),
which produced conductance blockage values corresponding
to respective membrane thicknesses of 12±1 nm,
13±4 nm, and 23±8 nm, compared to the original membrane thickness of 30 nm (table 1). These thickness values are
∼2–3 times larger than those obtained for the membranes
thinned from 100 nm (described in the previous section).
Thus, the pore fabrication times were signiﬁcantly longer at
the same voltage, since pore fabrication time depends exponentially on electric ﬁeld [8] which is inversely proportional
to thickness for a given voltage.
Subsequent experimental analysis by TEM clearly
showed the pores in the thinned regions, providing deﬁnitive
conﬁrmation of the effectiveness of thinning the membrane
by just 25%–60% in order to localize pores (see online supporting information S6). Further, the lack of visible bubbles
or voids in the thinned regions conﬁrmed that the 30 nm
starting thickness of SiNx membranes is insufﬁcient to trap
helium as in the much thicker 100 nm membranes.
In an effort to decrease the pore formation time, we next
investigated the application of higher voltages to the 30 nm
thick membranes thinned in a slightly larger area
(300×300 nm2). Indeed, the use of voltages in excess of

3.4. CBD pore formation in membranes HIM-thinned by
25%–60%

Having demonstrated successful pore localization for membranes thinned from 100 nm to∼10 nm (i.e. ∼90% thinned)
in a 250×250 nm2 area, we sought to push the boundaries of
this CBD-based approach in two ways: (1) by conﬁning pores
to an even smaller region and (2) by using a less drastic
thickness reduction. To achieve the former, we introduced a
six-fold reduction in the area of the thinned region, going
from 250×250 nm2 to 100×100 nm2. For the latter, we
targeted a ﬁnal membrane thickness of 10 nm from a starting
membrane thickness of 30 nm, as opposed to 100 nm. Besides
determining if pore formation would still be limited to the
thinned region, the less drastic thickness reduction allowed
for a starting membrane thickness well below the material’s
nuclear stopping range, thereby strongly favoring milling
over the implantation that produced voids in experiments with
HIM-thinning from 100 nm.

5
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Figure 3. Pore formation in thinned versus unthinned 30 nm thick membranes. (a) Graph of pore formation time versus voltage for a series of

membranes with an original thickness of 30 nm. Red stars represent 100×100 nm2 thinned regions, while red circles represent
300×300 nm2 thinned regions. Black triangles correspond to unthinned membranes, for the purpose of comparison. (b) TEM image of pore
in thinned (bright) region.

Figure 4. Multiple pore formation at high voltage. (a) TEM image of two pores formed in a 30 nm thick SiNx membrane after HIM-thinning
to ∼10 nm in a 300×300 nm2 area. (b) Measured pore formation data for the same pore, displaying the monitored current (blue) as a
function of time for a constant applied voltage of 17 V (red) in 3.6 M LiCl (pH 8).

pores in the thinned region (300×300 nm2). Close inspection of the leakage current trace (ﬁgure 4(b)) showed an
initial, transient current spike occurring roughly 3000 s prior
to a much larger spike which surpassed the user-set current
threshold in our software to trigger removal of the applied
voltage. That initial, brief spike likely corresponded to pore
formation, but was not correctly identiﬁed. This approach is
not well-suited to fabrication of multiple similarly sized pores
on the same membrane, since the continued presence of a
high electric ﬁeld will drive growth of the initial pore [11]
even as additional pores are forming.
Preventing fabrication of multiple pores hinges on careful
consideration of key parameters at two junctures in the CBD
process: fabrication and conditioning. First, fabrication

15 V did produce pores much more rapidly (e.g., 2.8 h at
17 V, 255 s at 18 V). We found that the average time to pore
formation for these thinned membranes (ﬁgure 3(a)) was not
dramatically shorter than that of unprocessed 30 nm membranes at 15 V (estimated at roughly 1.25 h by [10]). Taken
alone, these times to breakdown suggest possible pore fabrication in the thicker region of the membrane. Nevertheless,
TEM visualization revealed that the pores were still conﬁned
to the thinned region, even for higher-voltage pore formation
(ﬁgure 3(b)).
In some cases where higher fabrication voltages (>15 V)
or conditioning voltages (>4 V) were employed, multiple
pores were observed. For example, in the case of a membrane
exposed to 17 V, TEM visualization (ﬁgure 4(a)) revealed two

6
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thickness measurements and highlight the possibility of
reducing fabrication times with selective membrane thinning.

4. Conclusion
We have demonstrated localization of nanopores fabricated
by CBD in membranes thinned by 25%–90% in
100×100 nm2 to 300×300 nm2 regions. Upon voltage
application during CBD, the enhanced electric ﬁeld strength
in the thinned region strongly promotes pore formation.
Conﬁnement of the pore to the desired area has been conﬁrmed by the conductance blockage depths of translocating
DNA molecules and by direct TEM imaging. With the
demonstrated capacity of a helium-ion beam to reduce SiNx
membrane thickness down to ∼1 nm and to produce features
with sub-10 nm precision [28], this pore localization strategy
shows great promise for applications requiring the enhanced
signal-to-noise ratio afforded by thinner membranes while
leveraging the stability offered by thicker membranes, or for
applications requiring pore formation near a pre-existing
feature and/or within a pre-assembled device. Future endeavors integrating the CBD process with wafer-scale thinning
techniques could pave the way for the rapid, automated
manufacture of precisely sized and positioned nanopores.

Figure 5. Graph showing the relationship between time-to-formation
for a pore and electric ﬁeld strength for a series of membranes
thinned from 30 nm (red stars) or 100 nm (black squares) original
thickness down to ∼10 nm (actual membrane thickness used to
calculate electric ﬁeld strength was extracted from DNA translocation data). The dashed black line serves to guide the eye.

voltages must be selected to ensure that median fabrication
time is substantially longer than the time it takes for the
software to recognize initial pore formation and cut off the
voltage, determined here by the threshold used to trigger
detection of a breakdown event and the capacitive timescales
on which the current responds to voltage changes. Secondly,
if an existing pore requires conditioning (to reduce noise,
remove rectiﬁcation or increase diameter) [11], the value of
the applied conditioning voltage must lie well below the
voltage necessary to produce a pore within the conditioning
time frame (usually on the order of 102–103 s for 10 nm SiNx
at ~±3 V). For these thinned membranes, it appears that
multiple pores were formed at the fabrication level: selection
of an overly aggressive electric ﬁeld strength during fabrication, well above 1 V nm−1 (voltage >15 V, on membranes
∼10 nm), interfered with our software’s ability to identify a
newly formed pore and remove the applied voltage before
additional pores could form.
Finally, an overview of all the data presented in this
paper reveals pore fabrication times ranging from seconds to
days. For those membranes on which we performed the DNA
translocation experiments described earlier, we used the fabrication voltages and corresponding membrane thickness
values to identify the electric ﬁeld strength across each
membrane in the thinned region (see table 1). We then
compared the electric ﬁeld strength to the time-to-formation,
as seen in ﬁgure 5. Consistent with the exponential relation
between time to breakdown and electric ﬁeld strength, we see
that higher electric ﬁelds tend to produce pores in shorter
times. Although there could be effects due to material differences between membranes (e.g. the presence of helium
bubbles), these results support the validity of our DNA-based
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